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Preservation and Conservation in Asper’s Cemetery 

      Historic preservation seeks to restore, protect, and maintain historical places and 

environments. Preservation is also “an ethic--a belief that history plays an important role in our 

lives today and offers unique possibilities for the future.”
1
 Cemeteries are particularly important 

because of the role they play in many different fields, such as history, archaeology, art history, 

and genealogy, in addition to their cultural significance for descendants of the community buried 

there. Burial places have a myriad of applications in understanding the past. Most fundamentally, 

cemeteries reflect attitudes towards death in the society in which they were created (which often 

has connections with religious belief). However, factors such as the size, decoration, and 

material of gravemarkers give insight into historic economy and trade, technical and artistic 

advancements, and attitudes about class and gender.
2
 The records carved in stone markers often 

replace lost paper records, giving demographic and genealogical information. Graveyards have a 

universal nature, giving us information about all members of society. Cemeteries were created 

with expectations of permanence; in preserving cemeteries, we acknowledge the original intent 

of the community to create a place which preserves the memory of the individuals buried there.  

       Pennsylvania has taken several measures to protect cemeteries and other historic 

locations. Matters of cemetery preservation are handled by the Pennsylvania Historical and 

Museum Commission (PHMC) and, within the PHMC, the Bureau of Historic Places (BHP). 

State law also addresses issues in historic cemeteries. The Historic Burial Places Preservation 
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Act (1994) protects burial places from destruction through government actions, such as eminent 

domain, and makes the destruction or unlawful possession of cemetery monuments or stones a 

misdemeanor. The act also provides for the lawful removal of gravestones for “repair or 

replacement, reproduction or preservation and display in an accredited museum.”
3
 The Cemetery 

Companies- Interment Rights, Restore and Maintain Act (1992) was created to encourage 

nonprofit “caretaker organizations to assume responsibility for restoration and maintenance of 

historic burial places by limiting liability in connection therewith.”
4
 

       Historic cemeteries, like Asper’s Cemetery (Little Bermudian Cemetery) in northern 

York County, are threatened in a number of ways. Both humans and nature can cause damage to 

cemeteries. Gravestones naturally deteriorate with age, often sinking into sifting soil. Movement 

of stones can cause internal fissures and stress on the stones, making them susceptible to 

breakage. The freeze and thaw cycle also damages stones, causing more movement and added 

stress to existing cracks and weak areas. Weathering wears away the surface of the stone, making 

inscriptions difficult to read, or destroying them altogether. Plant growth also poses a threat to 

cemeteries. Lichens, ivy, and other growth can harm stones, and trees can encroach on stones, 

causing movement or even enveloping them. Unmaintained grass and shrubbery can cover stones 

and conceal them. While natural plays a large part in the deterioration of historical cemeteries, it 

is also accelerated by human intervention. Vandalism and defacement is a problem in many 

graveyards, because although laws prohibit the defacement of graves, they are difficult to 

enforce, especially in rural or neglected cemeteries. Some people also loot cemeteries, stealing 

gravemarkers and monuments for sale or personal collection. Aside from the willful destruction 

of graves, well-intentioned people often cause harm to graves. Many are unaware of the fragility 
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of gravestones, and sit or lean on them. Making gravestone rubbings has become a popular 

activity; however, individuals who do not use a proper rubbing technique can damage the stones. 

Caretakers also cause damage inadvertently by mowing too close to stones, and improper 

cleaning methods or attempts to repair stones can actually be more destructive than beneficial.  

      Many problems confront Asper’s Cemetery. Natural wear and movement has caused 

some of the stones to break, while other breakage may be the result of human intervention. The 

most destructive action occurred in the 20th century, when bulldozing along the edge of the 

cemetery destroyed some gravestones, which were buried in a mound along the edge of the 

property. We believe that the bulldozing cleared the land for agricultural development, and the 

graves along this area are still part of the adjacent field. In addition to the markers destroyed by 

bulldozing along the north edge of the cemetery, the use of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

suggests that more graves exist to the west of the apparent cemetery boundaries, although the 

gravemarkers are missing. Locals have said that some stones were stolen during the 20th century, 

but later returned to the graveyard, although not in their correct positions. These missing stones 

may have disappeared during the looting, or may have simply sunken into the soil and become 

buried.  

       The first steps toward preserving Asper’s Cemetery involve a careful documentation of 

the site and its current conditions. A map should be made to document the position of each stone, 

and its condition should be described as well as photographed. Gravestones should also be 

transcribed. Using flour, shaving cream, chalk, or any other substance to improve the legibility of 

inscriptions while transcribing can be dangerous for stones. Instead, a mirror to reflect light onto 

the stone, or slightly wetting the stones may be helpful.
5
 Accurate and thorough documentation is 

an essential step of preservation, ensuring that even in the event of the cemetery’s loss, its 
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information will not be lost. Information can be made available to the public both digitally and 

through the local historical society, to facilitate research and interest in the site. During this 

phase of the preservation process, the site can be registered with the BHP and the Pennsylvania 

Game Commission, which owns the land. Registration of the cemetery so it appears in public 

record will prevent accidental violation of the Historical Burial Places Preservation Act. Many 

times, public works projects may threaten cemeteries simply because they do not appear on area 

maps and records. Cemeteries may also be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 

Historic Places, which can help provide funding for preservation projects, if they are associated 

with a historically significant person or event, typify a particular artistic movement or style, or 

contain valuable archaeological data. Asper’s Cemetery, however, is unlikely to be eligible for 

the National Register of Historic Places because of its low level of preservation and historic 

integrity
6
. 

       After the cemetery has been carefully documented, the work of conservation can begin. 

Simple actions such as maintenance of the grounds and cleaning of the gravestones can deter 

vandals and prevent damage to the stones. In maintenance, caretakers should be sure to use 

mowers with blade guards, and to use more precise tools when cutting grass close to stones. 

Chemical fertilizers and herbicides should be avoided around stones, and tree growth should be 

monitored to ensure they will not grow in a way that may damage the stones. Stones should be 

cleaned with the most gentle method possible. Some stones may be cleaned with water, and 

gently scrubbed with a natural or plastic bristle brush, but never using wire or metal tools. If 

water is not sufficient, a biocide may be used. Currently, D/2 Biological Solution is the only 

widely recommended product for gravestone cleaning. It can be dangerous to use new products, 

since their long-term effects on stones cannot be known. Generally, stones should be cleaned 
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from bottom to top to prevent streaking. Harsh chemical cleaners should never be used, and 

neither should abrasive methods like sandblasting, power washing, or wire brushes. Very fragile 

stones should not be cleaned; if the cleaning process appears to cause any flaking or other 

damage of the stone, it should be halted immediately.  

         At Asper’s Cemetery, many of the gravestones are leaning, with the improper 

distribution of stresses putting them at risk for damage. Some of the gravestones at Asper’s 

Cemetery-- those without major damage which can be safely moved-- should be reset to prevent 

further damage. The stone should be documented and photographed before the reseting, and 

plastic tools should always be used when working close to the stone. After the stone has been 

photographed, digging may begin around the bottom of the uncarved side of the stone, until it 

may be removed from the ground and set on a prepared surface. Gravestones can be quite heavy, 

weighing around 170 pounds per cubic foot
7
, and should be handled by several people to ensure 

their safety. If the stone has sunken and must be raised, a bed of brick covered with sand can be 

placed. Generally, gravestones are created so that a third to a half of the stone is buried. The 

stone should be replaced against the undisturbed side of soil, and the hole filled with a sand and 

gravel mixture, and finally a layer of soil. During this process, the stone must be checked for 

levelness, and the fill carefully compacted to prevent settling. After resetting, the stone should 

again be photographed, and the date and work done added to cemetery documentation.  

      At Asper’s Cemetery, many stones have been broken into smaller pieces. In cases where 

a majority of the fragments are present, the gravestone can be repaired by a conservation 

professional. Most often, repairs attempted by the untrained result in a repair that will fail, 

leaving the stone more damaged than before. A stone conservator specializing in gravestones, 

however, can recommend the best type of repair for each stone. Generally, when the stone has 
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been split into only a few pieces, a conservator will use pinning, the insertion of a structural pin 

to join two stone pieces, along with an epoxy or adhesive. In cases where pieces of stone are 

missing, or cracks are very large, a composite repair is more appropriate
8
. The conservator will 

choose a mortar or cement that is most compatible with the stone. Some manufacturers can even 

create custom products to match a particular stone.  

       While repair of the stones is ideal, it can be difficult to determine how stones originally 

fit together and even whether fragments were originally part of the same stone. This can be 

especially complicated if fragments have been moved from their original position. Even if the 

origin of a fragment cannot be determined, the fragment should not be discarded, since new 

information or methods may emerge. Stone fragments, however, are susceptible to theft, damage, 

or accidental discard when left on the ground. If stone fragments cannot be conserved, it might 

be prudent to move them into storage, after their location and condition are documented. Indoor 

storage for stones should allow moisture and air to pass through the stone, and provide a cushion 

of sand or styrofoam. Lynette Strangstad also suggests burying stone fragments until they can be 

conserved, to delay deterioration in some stones and prevent theft
9
. Surrounding stones with a 

layer of sand before burying them a few inches below ground will prevent soil staining and allow 

for easy retrieval when a larger conservation project is attempted.  

       Other projects may be appropriate at Asper’s Cemetery to enhance and protect the 

space’s historic value. The boundary of the cemetery is currently unclear. The stones mark the 

extent of the cemetery where they exist, but their is no indication that the land is part of a 

cemetery in areas where there are missing stones. Although there is currently no evidence of an 

original fence, it is not historically inconsistent, and may be a valuable addition to the cemetery. 
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A fence would prevent the disturbance of the unmarked graves, and generally protect the 

cemetery. Another possibility is the addition of signage to identify unmarked graves and give 

general information, to increase public knowledge and interest in the site.  

        Although it is ideal to completely restore Asper’s Cemetery, limitations may delay the 

preservation process. It is impossible to restore a site to its original conditions, especially at 

Asper’s Cemetery, where stones are missing or damaged. Only trained conservators can attempt 

most conservation work, and so lack of funds may limit the extent of repairs to the stones. The 

cemetery will also require continual maintenance and periodical reevaluation of the cemetery’s 

conditions and necessary changes. Because these limitations make immediate preservation 

difficult, the PHMC recommends prioritization of the site’s needs. High priority items, such as 

cleanup of the site, any issues of public safety, and protection of significant features which are 

threatened, should be corrected within a year. Medium priority items, such as gravestone repair 

and continued rehabilitation of the grounds, should be completed within five years. Low priority 

items, such as cosmetic repairs and the introduction of interpretive signage should be completed 

after other issues have been corrected. With careful planning, Asper’s Cemetery and its historical 

value can be preserved.  
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